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Abstract 
As it is generally known, one of the principles of teaching a foreign language and one of the acknowledged ways of improving 
the quality and effectiveness of the teaching process is utilizing students’ knowledge of their mother tongue. The results of 
comparative analysis of the peculiarities of the native language are to be taken into consideration by the foreign language teacher, 
as they help to reveal both the positive and negative influences of the system of the mother tongue on the target language in the 
Tatar audience. Our teaching experience of English testifies to the fact that mastering any foreign language proves to be more 
effective if the teacher systematically turns to comparing both languages. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1.  Introduction 
One of the leading principles of the methodology of teaching a foreign language and one of the recognized ways 
to improve the quality and efficiency of educational process is the focus on native linguistic culture of students, 
including during the initial stage of training, which implies taking into account the data of a comparative analysis of 
native and foreign languages, that is, identifying the positive or negative impact of the system of the native language 
while studying a foreign language. In the English language teaching experience, the majority of the students were 
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graduates who come from remote rural areas of the Republic and did not previously study any foreign language. 
Most of them, Tatars by nationality, had a poor command of the Russian language and show that learning is better if 
the teacher conducts English language training on the basis of the native (Tatar) language. In particular, it should be 
done when training tense forms of the verb in the English language, which in Tatar language audience are the most 
difficult for mastering the grammar section. 
2.  The aim of the study 
The aim of this study is to teach the English language on the basis of a comparative analysis of the native Tatar 
language in the national audience at the initial stage of learning by example of a temporary system of the verb. We 
consider this aspect of the grammar section as the most difficult one. Such an approach should help for a stronger 
absorption because the commonality of the semantics of this category in the English and Tatar languages 
implements practical orientation in teaching English. 
3.  Statement of the Problem 
Accounting features of the native language, along with communicative, functional-semantic, and situational-
thematic principles, is one of the particular principles that underpin learning a foreign language. Only under this 
principle were the tense forms of the English verb associated with the development of students' thinking. This 
explanation will promote the absorption of the material in order to use it in the speech activity of students. 
Undoubtedly, when teaching a foreign language, we must also train thinking on it (Artemov, 2002). Prominent 
scientists - linguists proved that the comparison of grammatical phenomena of native and foreign languages 
contributes to the understanding of how the mechanism of the second-language acquisition is functioning and 
reveals how the interfering influence of the native language manifests itself. 
4. Methods 
According to S.G. Nikolaev (2000), there are three approaches in teaching foreign languages, taking into account 
the features of the native language of students: 
● Comparing the facts of the two languages and then establishing their similarity. 
● A comparison of the facts of the two languages and the adjacency establishment; uptake by both similarities 
and differences. 
● Comparing the facts of the two languages and the establishment of the system of mismatches; learning the 
material in contrast. 
In our opinion, teaching tense forms of the English verb to a Tatar-speaking audience at the elementary level will 
include elements of these areas, but the defining and most important of them is an approach based on the 
comparison of tense forms of two genetically unrelated languages, such as Tatar and English, including the 
establishment of adjacency and learning the similarities and differences at the same time, because in the tense 
systems of the English and Tatar languages both similarities and differences can be found. 
Recently, teachers and methodologists advocate the idea of a systematic approach to the introduction of linguistic 
material, especially grammar. This approach can be traced in the practice of university education. Those scientists 
who worked on this problem (Barsuk, 1970) believe that the main method of learning a language is not consistent 
study of some of its events, and the wide comparison and simultaneous study of a group of related phenomena. We 
absolutely agree with this view. Verb forms should be studied as a system of categories and comparison of 
grammatical phenomena of native and foreign languages. Teachers argue that this approach is more practical than 
simple memorization, for example, of one tense of the English verb after another without an understanding of their 
relationship in the morphological system of English. Correct understanding and profound learning of each individual 
tense form will be possible when there is a certain location for all these tense forms of the English verb system, and 
the fundamental difference between this system and the system of Tatar verb will be understood and learned. 
Therefore, this approach is fully in line with the principle of conscious learning, on which the domestic foreign 
language teaching methodology is based. 
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Practice shows both languages’ matching grammatical phenomena are most rapidly learned. The material, where 
there is nothing to compare, as well as similar linguistic phenomena, is much harder to be learned because of 
interference. One of the main goals is to master the skills of speaking, therefore, it seems appropriate to start with 
the tenses that are more specific, that is, those which can be shown in specific situations in the classroom. This is 
primarily referred to as the Present Continuous. 
An explanation of the Present Continuous can be started with an introductory conversation: 
We often talk about actions or events occurring in the time of the conversation. However, in some cases, we 
perform these actions actually in the moment of speech, and in the other - we do not carry them out, but talking 
about them as usual, sustained action. 
Then students are asked to listen to the following situation: 
- Aliya, əydə kinoğa kittek. 
- Yuk, rəxmət. Min өy сıyeştıram, min comğa sayın өy cıyeştıram. Ul nişliy? Ul dustına xat yaza. 
We see that one form of the present time of the Tatar language (forms on -a, - ə, -ıy) in English corresponds to 
several varieties of the present, namely Present Continuous and Present Indefinite. 
The teacher needs to be aware that this time, expressed in the Tatar language by the form on – a, in its main 
meaning, corresponds to Present Continuous and that simultaneity with the moment of speech and relevance of 
action in both languages clearly manifests themselves in dialogic speech: 
- I am going to make the tea. 
- Is that why you are standing here staring at the kettle while it boils over? 
- Min çəy yasarga əzerlənəm. 
- Şunıŋ өçenme sin qaynap çıqqan çəynekkə tekəlep basıp torasıŋ? 
- Where are you going? 
- I am going to the market to buy turnip. 
- Qaya barasıŋ? 
- Bazarğa şalqan satarğa baram. 
Value and relevance of the simultaneity of action with the moment of speech is a basic value of both Present 
Continuous, and forms on -a. Such examples of Tatar and English demonstrate compliance of values. 
Control of formation of new grammatical concepts is realized by using conditional translation: 
What tense form would an Englishman use in the selected verbs in the dialogue? 
- Sin nərsə еşliseŋ? 
- Min tegergə өyrənəm. 
- Nindi tawış bu? 
- Qurıqma, urmançılar ağaç kisələr. 
At conditional translation, students are wondering which of the forms used transmits a certain value most 
successfully. The teacher helps them to make the right conclusion. This is how learning of the meanings takes place. 
It is also very important to ask the students analytical questions. “Why are the use of words denoting the moment of 
speech, such as ‘now, at this moment’ not necessary?” He is dancing. Why, despite the fact that the above 
mentioned words are not used, can we accurately determine that the action is expressed by the Present 
Continuous?». The teacher brings students to understanding the fact that these words are not necessary, as the tense 
form itself shows that the action takes place at the moment of speech. 
The students are discussing very actual problems. 
And in the Tatar language, matching of action with the moment of speech is clear from the context, or indicated 
by the words хəзер, хəзерге вакытта and others. 
Ul xəzer bii. - He is dancing now. 
Sin qaya qarıysıŋ? - Where are you looking? 
Ənə teğe qızğa? - At that girl. 
Qaysı? - What girl? 
Ənə ul bii. - She is dancing. 
Sin qayda yөriseŋ? Yəşlər du kiterə anda, өydə, ker tizrək. - Where have you been? The youth is enjoying the 
party. 
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Zont alırğa onıtma, qoyep yaŋğır yawa. - Don't forget to take an umbrella. It is raining cats and dogs out. 
The English verbs that express feelings, perception, and mental activity, such as to love (yaratırğa), to like 
(yaratırğa), to hate (yaratmau, cene sөyməü), to wish, to desire (teləü), to feel (xis itü, toyu), are not used in the 
continuous forms; the use of these verbs may cause some difficulties. For Tatar students, it should not be difficult, as 
in the Tatar language these verbs cannot be used in the meaning of long action at the moment of speech, because the 
semantics of these words does not allow the use of a given meaning. After mastering the meaning, we proceed to 
learning the formation. 
Familiarization with the basic meaning of Present Indefinite should be started with the opposition of Present 
Indefinite to Present Continuous: 
To show the difference between them, the teacher performs the physical actions with commentary and compares 
the use of Present Indefinite and Present Continuous, for example: 
I am writing on the blackboard now. - We always write on the blackboard during the lesson. 
It is important that students learned to distinguish the tense forms. 
When analyzing the actions represented as repeated, persistent, and habitual, which are expressed by the use of 
the –a and the basic present tense, the context containing nuance of constancy proves to be important, as a 
characteristic feature of the present action is non-localization in time: 
- Min awılga qaytqaç, yalğız ğına çığamın da ındır artına, qaraltılar ışığına kerep, tınıç qalam… həm yılıym min, 
yalğız rəхətlektən. 
- Ul su buyındağı ağaçlar şawın onıtılıp tıŋlıy, alarğa soqlana. 
Draw students' attention to the fact that the designation of repetitive actions can be expressed in time-clause, for 
example: 
- When I am alone, I lie down and tear my wretched hair and cry Louisa. 
- Yalğızım bulğanda, min yatam da çəçləremne yolqıy – yolqıy – “Luiza” dip yılıym. 
- Whatever I began to do, I remember my father's words. 
- Şunnan soŋ, min nindi genə eşkə totınsam da, ətineŋ süze iskə tөşə. 
The teacher shows that the meaning of repetitive actions in the English language, as in Tatar, occurs under 
circumstances of time, such as every day (kön sayın), often (eş ), always (haman), usually (ğadəttə). 
He usually gets up at 7 o'clock. - Ul ğadəttə səğat cidedə tora. 
When asking for the next value, first the teacher introduces students to the aspectual specifiers of multiplicity: 
every year, every summer, in summer of English, and those in Tatar: tөnnər buyı, cəyləren, yıl sayın. It is explained 
that in the presence of such specifiers, the Present Indefinite and the corresponding time express usual action. The 
teacher asks the students to give examples in their native language, and these examples are translated into English 
by the teacher. 
The examples are: 
He speaks fast. – Ul bik qızu sөyli. 
He reads a lot. - Ul küp uqıy. 
She doesn't like tea with milk. – Ul sөtle çəy yaratmıy. 
 He always tells very amusingly, exaggerating. - Ul hərwaqıt beraz arttırıp, өstəp, qızıq itep sөyli. 
Shamil always tries to consider adults, wiser people. - Şamil hərwaqıt olı, zirək keşe süzen tıŋlarğa tırışa. 
The teacher shows that when the action seems a certain constant feature: professional activities, trait, behaviour, 
the -a- tense form corresponds to the Present Indefinite, that is, in both languages, such actions are rendered by basic 
present. 
After mastering the meanings of the Present Indefinite, we proceed to learning the formation. Both Present 
Indefinite and the form in -a are of a synthetic type. Looking ahead, we note that while learning forms of each tense, 
a comparative table will be used, as the latter facilitates the perception, simultaneously activating different ways of 
perceiving and remembering (visual, acoustic, logical ) and contributing to the development of new associative links 
in the minds of students. 
After learning skills of formation and change of tense forms, the next step will be developing the skills of their 
use. 
While learning the Present Perfect, the teacher asks students to say in the Tatar language what they have already 
done up to this point today, the result of which is obvious. After the teacher explains a few sentences, talking about 
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events that have occurred so far in our lives, the British use such a tense form as Present Perfect, and the Tatars use 
a form of the past productive in - ğan, and that both these forms express the result of the action. Then the teacher 
demonstrates the use of Present Perfect in various statements, such as: 
This room is very clean. Ruslan has just cleaned it. - Bu bülmə bik çista. Ruslan anı əle genə cıyıştırğan. 
This is Gulnara's composition. She has written it without any mistakes. - Bu Gөlnaranıŋ soçineniyese. Ul anı ber 
xatasız yazğan. 
White snow has covered the ground. - Ap-aq qar cir өsten qaplağan. 
You have built a large house. - Sin bik zur өy salğansıŋ. 
These examples allow the teacher to lead students to the fact that the meanings of past productive in – ğan and 
the meaning of Present Perfect coincide: the verb in the Present  Perfect tense denotes a completed action before the 
moment of speech, the result of which there is obvious now, that is, at the use of Present Perfect the speaker draws 
attention to the result arising from this action, and not on the time it was committed, just as in the use of past 
productive in - ğan: 
The scale has altered. It doesn't matter now in the least if we are ruined. - Bizmən üzgərgən. Monıŋ məgnəse yuq, 
bigrək tə bez inde belgən bulsaq. 
His brother hasn't changed much. - Əllə ni üzgərməgən, di abıysı. 
Then students recall that the form in - ğan is also used to express the past productive actions connected with the 
moment of speech: Ul bügen qaytqan. The teacher explains that the Present Perfect is also used in this sense, and 
this sentence is translated into English as: He has returned today. Students, with the help of teachers, find that in 
English there can be indications of a time period that is not yet completed , for example, today (bügen), this morning 
(irtən), this week (bu atnada), or this month (bu ayda). 
He has seen her this week. - Ul anı bu atnada kürgən. 
He has passed all his examinations this month. - Bu ayda ul bөten imtihannarın birep betergən. 
Another similarity between the Present Perfect and the past productive in - ğan should be shown: both tenses can 
be used to express a repeated action. The teacher points to the fact that multiplicity arises in English when there are 
such frequency adverbs as always, often, twice, for example: 
I have always said you were a wonderful man, Collins. - Minem hərwaqıt əytkənem bar: sez iskitkeç keşe, 
Kollinz. 
I have seen men less gifted and I'll swear less honest. - Min küpkə sələtsez həm, billəhi, küpkə namussız 
keşelərne kürgənem bar. 
I have often heard him crying. - Min bik yış anıŋ yılağanın işetkənem bar. 
Once we demonstrate that the Present Perfect, to some extent, corresponds to the form in - ğan, there is need to 
show the differences in semantics and the use of the perfect tense in the English and Tatar languages in order to 
reduce the interfering effect of the native language, namely, to show that the Present Perfect does not correspond to 
past productive in - ğan, when this form expresses the effectiveness of action, accompanied by the value of non-
obviousness. For example: 
Monnan dürt – biş yıl elek biredə ber uqıtuçı dəwalanıp çıqqan ikən. Yənəse, şuşı uqıtuçı əlege ike miləşne 
utırtqan. - Four - five years ago a teacher was recovered here. They say that this teacher planted two mountain ashes. 
Un yıl elek monda sazlıq bulğan. - There was a bog in this place ten years ago. Ten years ago this place was a 
swamp. 
The Present Perfect, understanding control, can be carried out in the course of formulating a rule using leading 
questions: 
1. What events, committed to the moment of speech or even in the past, reports the Present Perfect form? 
2. For what purpose is the Present Perfect used: to draw attention of the interlocutor to the possibility of the event 
or to the time it was committed? 
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5. Conclusion 
Thus, all of the above suggests that the broad theoretical material allows the teacher to develop thinking and 
linguistic flair of the students. As a result, it can help to develop their skills in a qualified analysis of grammatical 
phenomena in both languages. Moreover, it can solve the problem of further improving their speech and writing. 
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